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About This Game

Are You Ready?

Do you trust your intelligence ?

One night,our character who fell asleep in his office,
when he woke up face with strange things.

He can't remember how fell asleep in his office and even his name .
He understood has to go home as soon as possible but that won't be easy.
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Title: In The Shadow Of The Truth
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
7TPGames
Publisher:
7TPGames
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows xp,vista,7,8,10

Processor: Duel Core 2.4 GHZ or Higher

Memory: 3072 MB RAM

Graphics: 768 MB,shader model 2.0 or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1024 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,Turkish
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Hmm...no. Just.. no.

Although I didn't find the story hook to be bad, it is very poorly executed.
 - There's an unusual amount of plotholes and that says something for a HOG.
 - Characters could have have more depth, the usual HOG puddle depth would have been something
 - The voice actors are somewhat ok.. they are on the level of many HOG and that is ok - except the MC who is terrible. The
MC voice is reading s . l . o . w . l . y from a script without even trying to get in character.
 - The important part - the HOG scenes are not interesting or challeging

I did find one good part though, should you decide to part with money for this game, sale or not: It takes only around 2 hours
before your trial is over.

Edit: spelling and clearification on MC.. I was worried if I got this game all the women would say I'm an Imbecile and they did..
I've bought this dlc with the game. I have yet to recive the capsules or the skins. This is not a puzzle game. This is a "Use hints
repeatedly because the puzzles are so poorly designed and unsolvable that only a hint will help in any way" game.. What a great
piece of a game this is, and i say piece because it would be amazing with more levels. It's realy thought out, the graphics are
great, the dificulty is way high, just like i like it. The fact that its in Early Access is clearly visible but the game is going the right
way and with more content i could easily lose myself playing this for a couple of hours. It realy reminded me of the old Contra
games. Its a great little game and i can easily see this turn into something more.. I found this very helpful when upgrading my
followers' gear.
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A fun cheap game with a big pack of achievements (like 4 for level complete?), it starts as very easy, and then when levels
become more and more complicated I get dizzy and it becomes really hard to get through the last half of the game, lol.

To be honest, i stuck somewhere in the middle of the game, bиtthurting over this level
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1120426612

I will get back to the game for sure to get an *easy* perfect game (maybe someone uploads a walkthrough on youtube lol, i'm
dиmb af '':( )

+Easy perfect game
+Easy 250 icon for your profile decoration
+Nice cheap puzzle game
+Night mode skin
-No steam cards.. Ok, let me make one thing clear. I know this game is targeted mainly at guys for obvious reasons, and those 
reasons at times do seem to have a major plot part to play, especially concerning one of the main characters. But even though the
girls in this VN have such large assets, I don't feel it is done in bad taste. Even the artwork seems original and not some anime style
clone. The VN story itself is short and light hearted, and was pretty fun to read. I did actually like the story and think it had a pretty
decent plot that might've made a good Anime OVA like those from the late 90's with only 3~6 episodes. That being said, I wished
the story could've been longer with more choices. If you're interested in purchasing, and the physical appearance of the girls isn't a
turn off for you, pick it up on sale like I did, when it's around $4.99, or so. I think that's a better price point for a VN of this length
with it's limited choices. Don't let my play time fool you. I read slow due to poor eyesight, and take lots of breaks while reading. My
actual play time, going through both endings, might've really taken 3.5 ~ 4 hours.. This pack is for People who already bought and
own
$5 Starter Pack, and $20 Epic Pack (Legendary Prince),
and still stuck in hard-time on your League.

i am League 11, and got stuck.
Because i can't win against opponents who have 1~3 Legendary cards.

Now, this Athena card help me, and i can win and proceed to higher League.

(Note: How to get Athena without This DLC ?
it is unlocked at League 1, so in other words, it is one of "League 1 Exclusive Card".
To get Athena,
You would need to reach League 1 to "Unlock" it,
then you need to buy and open tons of Demigods chests
to "Discover" it. (depends on your Real Luck)).

With this DLC, i got Athena , and it help me to League up from League 11 to...

a Warning, 1500 Gems from the DLC doesn't get counted for VIP progress.. Awesome game, nice graphics, physics and overall
gameplay, nice car modeling and also stages, totally recommended.. I enjoy everything about this game, except for one aspect--
when you level up, you may only level up one of your characters. This means that you must level up 5 times to level everyone up, or
you must ignore some characters in favor of others. This makes the game really grindy, and slows it down unnecessarily. Even if
you pay money to unlock other characters, you must still level them up. If the game were a bit faster-- I think I'd enjoy it a lot more.

There is co-op in this game, but unless you have friends you know will be online-- not very many people play this game, making it
very difficult to get certain equipment for your characters. Not to mention this is a turn based game, so if you are playing with
someone, the game progresses even slower as you wait for others to make their turns.. The videos are very well made and I enjoyed
watching them. Inspiring stuff. Nancy Drew again delivers a fine point-and-click adventure. Hours of sleuthing fun! Even the
younger group can play: ages 9 and up. A nice fun adventure for the girls!. Do you like action games with tight controls and simple
but clever mechanics? Do you like crawler games? How about a game where you can never memorize the levels because it always
generates new ones? Well then, you've found your game.
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